
  
  

  

  
October   8,   2021   
  

Dear   NMS   Community,  
  

Progress   Reports  
We  are  halfway  through  the  first  term.  At  the  midpoint  of  each  term,  the  school  issues  progress  reports  to                     
provide  a  sense  of  how  students  are  currently  performing.  The  progress  reports  are  published  to  the  Aspen                   
portal   so   both   parents,   guardians,   and   students   are   able   to   see   them.     
  

We  use   Schoology  as  a  Learning  Management  System,  so  student’s  assignment  and  assessment  grades  will  be                  
visible  there,  but  reports  (like  progress  reports  and  report  cards)  will  be  published  in  Aspen.   If  parents  and                    
guardians  have  questions  about  assignments,  grades,  and  material  in  Schoology,  they  should  discuss               
with  their  student  first  as  they  may  be  able  to  explain  it.  If  there  is  still  a  question  or  concern,  parents                       
should  reach  out  to  the  teacher  of  that  class  for  clarification  using  the  communication  format  that  the  teacher                    
shared   at   Open   House.   
  

Please  note  that  the  progress  report  is  not  an  official  term  grade  report;  therefore,  the  grade  that  a  student  has  at                       
this  point  of  the  term  is  not  on  the  student’s  official  transcript.  The  progress  report  is  one  form  of                     
communication  to  provide  students,  guardians,  and  parents  with  an  update  on  the  student’s  performance.  As                 
there  will  be  additional  assignments  and  assessments  for  the  remainder  of  the  term,  the  current  grade  can                   
change.  During  first  term,  there  are  often  not  a  significant  number  of  graded  assignments  at  the  time  of                    
progress  reports,  so  the  current  grade  can  be  calculating  higher  or  lower  as  a  result  of  one  assignment  or                     
assessment   grade.     
  

Progress  reports  mark  an  opportunity  for  parents/guardians  and  students  to  have  a  discussion  about  what  is                  
happening  in  the  class,  what  is  working,  and  what  might  be  challenging.  If  a  student  is  having  difficulty                    
identifying  these  areas,  is  not  feeling  challenged,  or  is  feeling  that  they  are  not  learning  well  in  the  classroom,                     
then  there  should  be  a  conversation  among  the  student,  teacher,  and  parents/guardians.  Also,  adults  should                 
consider  the  message  they  are  sending  students  when  discussing  grades.  It  is  meaningful  to  offer  praise  for                   
good  grades  and  encouragement  to  do  better;  it  is  also  important  that  the  focus  be  on  the  learning  and  effort                      
that   the   grades   reflect.   
  

If  you  have  any  questions  about  the  information  on  the  progress  report,  please  reach  out  to  the  teacher  that                     
provided   the   information.   
  

No   Homework   Weekends   
I  am  pleased  to  announce  that  Norwell  Middle  School  will  continue No  Homework  Weekends  during  the                  
2021-2022  school  year.  In  addition,  since  there  is  no  homework  that  needs  to  be  done  on  iPads  or  home                     
computers,  I  recommend  that  this  is  also  a   Less  Tech  weekend   and  students  (and  parent/guardians)  spend  less                   
time   on   technology   and   more   time   with   one   another.   
  

The  No  Homework  Weekends  were  initiated  in  the  2015-2016  school  year.  The  No  Homework  Weekends                 
were  started  to  provide  students  time  to  relax,  recharge,  and  have  time  to  spend  with  their  family  and  friends                     

  



  

  

without  academic  demands.  As  a  school  community  we  still  recognize  the  importance  of  homework  to                 
enhance  the  educational  process,  but  we  also  recognize  the  need  for  balance  in  a  student’s  life.  It  is  important                     
to  consider  that  students  who  have  make  up  work  due  to  absences  or  who  need  to  catch  up  on  missing  work                       
that  was  not  completed  when  assigned  should  take  the  opportunity  of  no  additional  homework  to  complete  this                   
make   up   or   missing   work.   
  

LESS   TECH   CHALLENGE   
Since  no  new  homework  is  being  assigned,  I  am  going  to  challenge  students,  families,  and  myself  to  use                    
technology  less  this  weekend  (by  technology,  I  am  referring  to  electronic  devices  -  mobile  phones,  computers,                  
gaming   systems,   TV).    Since   there   is   no   homework,   students   will   not   need   their   school-assigned   iPad.     
  

With  no  homework  expectations,  students  and  families  should  have  a  greater  opportunity  to  engage  in  an                  
activity   that   they   might   not   typically   have   time   for.     
  

Some   suggestions   for   new   activities   or   non   technology   focused   activity:   
● Ride  a  bike  or  walk  on  the  trails  in  Norwell  or  another  town,  the  South  Shore  Science  Center,  local                     

beaches,   Blue   Hills,   World’s   End   in   Hingham,   etc   
● Go   to   one   of   the   many   museums,   aquariums,   or   zoos   in   Massachusetts   
● Find   a   nice,   relaxing   spot   and   start   a   new   book   (one   of   your   choice,   not   one   assigned   to   you)   
● Plant   some   bulbs   in   your   yard   or   in   your   neighborhood   for   a   nice   surprise   next   Spring   
● Cook  a  meal  with  your  family  or  for  your  family  -  try  a  new  recipe  with  ingredients  you’ve  never  had                      

before   
● Bake   some   cookies   and   deliver   them   to   your   neighbors   
● Create   a   scavenger   hunt   for   your   family   
● Go   apple   picking   with   your   family   and/or   friends   

  
There  are  lots  of  other  ideas  out  there.  Use  your  imagination.  Use  your  time  for  you  and  connecting  with  your                      
family   and   friends   rather   than   connecting   to   the   internet.   
  

This  quote  from  writer  Ray  Bradbury  may  motivate  you  as  well:  “ The  universe  was  placed  here  for  us  to                     
explore   and   appreciate.”   
  

Enjoy,   

  
Derek   J.   Sulc,   NMS   Principal   


